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Abstract: Mapping vegetation species is critical to facilitate related quantitative assessment, and
mapping invasive plants is important to enhance monitoring and management activities. Integrating
high-resolution multispectral remote-sensing (RS) images and lidar (light detection and ranging)
point clouds can provide robust features for vegetation mapping. However, using multiple sources of
high-resolution RS data for vegetation mapping on a large spatial scale can be both computationally
and sampling intensive. Here, we designed a two-step classification workflow to potentially
decrease computational cost and sampling effort and to increase classification accuracy by integrating
multispectral and lidar data in order to derive spectral, textural, and structural features for mapping
target vegetation species. We used this workflow to classify kudzu, an aggressive invasive vine, in the
entire Knox County (1362 km2) of Tennessee (U.S.). Object-based image analysis was conducted in
the workflow. The first-step classification used 320 kudzu samples and extensive, coarsely labeled
samples (based on national land cover) to generate an overprediction map of kudzu using random
forest (RF). For the second step, 350 samples were randomly extracted from the overpredicted
kudzu and labeled manually for the final prediction using RF and support vector machine (SVM).
Computationally intensive features were only used for the second-step classification. SVM had
constantly better accuracy than RF, and the producer’s accuracy, user’s accuracy, and Kappa for the
SVM model on kudzu were 0.94, 0.96, and 0.90, respectively. SVM predicted 1010 kudzu patches
covering 1.29 km2 in Knox County. We found the sample size of kudzu used for algorithm training
impacted the accuracy and number of kudzu predicted. The proposed workflow could also improve
sampling efficiency and specificity. Our workflow had much higher accuracy than the traditional
method conducted in this research, and could be easily implemented to map kudzu in other regions
as well as map other vegetation species.

Keywords: detailed vegetation mapping; kudzu mapping; coarse label; two-step classification;
object-based image analysis; lidar point clouds; sampling specificity
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1. Introduction

Mapping target vegetation species can facilitate their quantitative assessments (such as area of
spatial coverage) as well as facilitate quantitative modeling of inhabiting species (such as spread of
inhabiting invasive species [1]). For invasive plants that can threaten biodiversity and cause significant
economic loss, mapping their distribution is important to enhance monitoring and management
activities. Remote-sensing (RS) data have been commonly used to map vegetation due to their
efficiency and increasing availability [2]. RS images from satellites, such as Landsat and Moderate
Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS), have been widely used to map distribution and
change dynamics of vegetation [3–5]. However, such data can be used only to classify vegetation
with high-level classes due to the moderate or coarse resolution [2–5]. Hyperspectral RS data, which
can provide a relatively complete spectral profile of vegetation, have been commonly used to map
vegetation at species-level [6,7]. However, hyperspectral data are not widely available; thus, they are
usually used to map vegetation for small spatial regions [6–8]. Consequently, multispectral RS images
with high spatial resolution, which are more widely available than hyperspectral data, are increasingly
used for mapping vegetation at species level over large spatial areas [9–12].

Conducting object-based image analysis (OBIA) with high-resolution RS data has become a
common practice for vegetation mapping [11–14]. OBIA considers a patch of vegetation as a unit
rather than a pixel, thus it is less impacted by noise caused by within-class variation associated with
high spatial resolution than pixel-based image analysis (PBIA) [11]. Additionally, PBIA mainly uses
features from the spectral domain, whereas OBIA can use features from both the spectral and spatial
domains. Thus, OBIA can integrate spectral, geometric, and textural features leading to good accuracy
for vegetation mapping [11–15]. With increasing availability, lidar (light detection and ranging) data
have been integrated with multispectral RS data and OBIA to provide structural features of vegetation
to improve classification accuracy [14–16]. However, as a result of high-resolution and calculation of
various types of features [15], integrating multispectral images and lidar data for detailed vegetation
mapping on a large spatial scale is computationally intensive. Here we designed a workflow that
can decrease computational cost for vegetation mapping at the species level over a regional scale,
but can increase classification accuracy by integrating high-resolution multispectral images and lidar
point clouds.

Vegetation mapping over a large spatial area often requires a large sampling effort for all vegetation
classes, even when the objective is to map certain target vegetation species [17–19]. For example,
Dorigo et al. [17] integrated multiple sources of RS data to map an invasive plant by collecting samples
for all vegetation classes, and Nguyen et al. [18] used RS data and OBIA to map multiple plant species
by collecting samples for all primary vegetation classes. Using coarsely or imperfectly labeled samples
extracted from open source platforms [20] or land cover maps [21] is a valuable method to facilitate
classifications when accurate samples are limited [20–23]. Langford et al. [21] used a coarse land-cover
map together with K-means clustering to generate training samples for the arctic vegetation mapping.
Maggiori et al. [20] first used imperfect data to train neural networks, and then refined the model with
small amounts of accurately labeled samples to detect urban buildings. In our proposed workflow,
we designed an innovative use of coarsely labeled samples for mapping target vegetation species to
decrease the sampling effort for non-target vegetation classes.

We used this workflow to map kudzu, Pueraria montana (Lour.), a serious invasive plant in the
southeastern United States (U.S.). The spread of kudzu has led to alteration of forest canopy structures,
species biodiversity losses, and economic losses due to control fees and loss of forest production [24,25].
Additionally, kudzu, which is fed upon by the kudzu bug, Megacopta cribraria (Fabricius), indirectly
threatens production of soybean, which is an alternate host to this invasive pest [1]. Kudzu is also an
invasive species in parts of Australia, Canada, New Zealand, South Africa, and Central and South
America [26]. Mapping the distribution of kudzu is critical for its management. Existing research
on kudzu mapping used hyperspectral data for small spatial areas, whereas these accuracies were
insufficient [27,28].
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Multiple studies evaluated the impact of training samples on classification accuracy [29–31].
Research by Heydari and Mountrakis [30] and Millard and Richardson [31] suggested that larger
sample sizes could result in higher classification accuracy, meanwhile Millard and Richardson [31] also
found that the proportion of each class in the training samples impacted its predicted proportion over
the landscape. Here, to determine the sample size of target vegetation species, we also analyzed the
impact of sample sizes of kudzu used for classifier training on the classification results.

Nowadays convolutional neural networks (CNNs) have been increasingly applied for image
classification with RS data due to their ability of self-extracting features through convolutional
layers [20,21,32]. However, CNNs are computationally intensive and require large samples to train the
model, which can be a serious challenge for mapping vegetation at the species level with high-resolution
data over a large area. Therefore, in our workflow we conducted OBIA with random forest (RF) and
support vector machine (SVM) models.

The workflow included a two-step classification: (1) the first-step classification used accurately
labeled kudzu samples and extensive coarsely labeled vegetation samples to construct an overprediction
model of kudzu, and (2) the second-step classification used 350 randomly extracted and accurately
labeled samples from the overpredicted kudzu map to refine the classification. The designed workflow
can potentially decrease the computational cost by only using computational-intensive features,
including gray-level co-occurrence matrix (GLCM)-derived textural features and lidar point clouds
derived features, at the second step. The sampling effort is decreased for non-target species by using
extensive coarsely labeled samples at the first step and accurately labeling a relatively small set of
samples at the second step. By integrating high-resolution multispectral and lidar point clouds data
and conducting OBIA, this workflow can also improve detection accuracy on target vegetation species.
The proposed workflow can be easily implemented to map kudzu in other regions as well as map other
vegetation species.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Study Area and Target Vegetation Species

The study area included the entire Knox County (about 1362 km2, Latitude: ~35.79◦–36.19◦ N,
Longitude: ~83.65◦–84.26◦ W) in Tennessee (TN), U.S. According to National Land-Cover Database
(NLCD) 2016, 40.64%, 34.12%, and 21.5% of the study area are developed, forest, and herbaceous
areas, respectively. Kudzu is a vine plant, and its vines turn gray after the first frost. New leaves of
kudzu sprout late in spring when compared to many other vegetation species. This phenology makes
kudzu separable from surrounding vegetation in early spring. Therefore, the designed workflow first
conducted segmentation on the image taken in early spring.

2.2. Data Details

The 4-band images (red-green-blue, RGB, and infrared) from the National Agriculture Imagery
Program (NAIP) were used as the high-resolution multispectral data. NAIP acquires aerial imagery
for each state every two years in the continental U.S., and the timing varies among different years.
NAIP images taken in June 2012, May 2014, April 2016, and October 2018 were used in this research.
The infrared band of four NAIP images were used to derive textural features. Entropy, range, standard
deviation (SD), and focal SD of the infrared bands for each vegetation object were used as textural
features as well as seven GLCM derived features (using 3×3 moving window). The digital elevation
model (DEM) and lidar point clouds from 3D elevation program of U.S. were used to get topographical
features and canopy structural features, respectively. NLCD 2016 was used to derive coarse labels of
all vegetation objects. Table 1 provides a summary of data and features used in this research.
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Table 1. Source and description of data and details on features used for kudzu classification.

Data Source and Description Feature Category Extracted Features Number of Features

National agricultural imagery
program,

Red-green-blue (RGB) and
infrared spectral bands, 1 m

resolution

Spectral bands Mean value of 4-bands 16

Vegetation index

Mean, range, and standard
deviation (SD) of normalized
difference vegetation index

(NDVI)

12

Textural features on
infrared band

Entropy, SD, and focal SD 40
Gray-level co-occurrence matrix

(GLCM) mean
GLCM variance

GLCM homogeneity
GLCM dissimilarity

GLCM contrast
GLCM entropy

GLCM second moment
3D elevation program,

Elevation, 2.5 m resolution
Topographic features Mean and SD of elevation 4

Mean focal range and SD of
elevation

3D elevation program,
Lidar point clouds, 3 returns/m2

Canopy structural
features

Coefficient of variation (CV),
mean, variance, SD, intensity, and

mode of Z-values of first return
points

8

Mode of all return points
Density of all return points

Segments Geometric feature Area of each object 1
National land cover database,

30 m resolution Coarse land cover label Majority land-cover type of all
pixels in each segment NA

2.3. Designed Workflow

The proposed workflow for target vegetation mapping is summarized in Figure 1.

2.3.1. Image Segmentation

Segmentation was conducted on the 4-band NAIP image taken in April 2016, as kudzu was
distinctive from surrounding vegetation due to its gray color at this time of year (Figure 2). The image
segmentation was conducted in ArcGIS using the mean shift segmentation function [33]. Mean shift is
a powerful local homogenization technique that replaces pixel value with the mean value of pixels in a
given radius (r) of neighborhood whose values vary within a given range d. Users define the r and d
parameters in ArcGIS by setting the spatial and spectral detail values between 1 and 20. After visually
comparing the over-segmentation and under-segmentation by different spatial detail (5, 7.5, 10, and 15)
and spectral detail (5, 10, 15, and 20) values, we finally set the spatial and spectral details to 10 and 15,
respectively. Quantitative metric, such as the Jaccard Index, is encouraged to use in future research to
determine the spatial and spectral detail values. A scene with multiple kudzu patches from NAIP 2016
and the corresponding segmented image is shown in Figure 2.
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Figure 2. (a) A scene of National Agriculture Imagery Program (NAIP) image taken in April 2016 with
kudzu patches. Kudzu patch 1 and 2 represent relatively pure kudzu patches, and 3 represents kudzu
patch mixed with other vegetation. (b) segments of (a) with 1, 2, and 3 correspond to the three kudzu
patches in (a).
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2.3.2. Vegetation Extraction and Coarsely Labeling Vegetation Objects

The normalized difference vegetation index (NDVI) derived from NAIP 2012 was used to remove
non-vegetation objects, as the imagery was taken in summer (June 2012) when vegetation was
most distinctive from non-vegetation. Objects with mean NDVI lower than 0.1 were classified as
non-vegetation. Among the remaining vegetation, small objects with an area less than 30m2 were
further excluded to decrease potential noises. NLCD 2016 was used to coarsely label all the remaining
vegetation objects. The land-cover type that occupied the most area within the coverage of each
vegetation object was assigned as the coarse label. Table 2 lists the percentage of each land cover
class assigned as the coarse labels for all the remaining vegetation objects. The total number of
vegetation objects in the study area after each preprocessing procedure is summarized in Table 3 in the
Results section.

Table 2. Percentage of each land cover class assigned as coarse labels for all the remaining
vegetation objects.

Class ID Class Name Percentage (%) Class ID Class Name Percentage (%)

11 Open water 0.33 42 Evergreen forest 2.67
21 Developed, open space 19.49 43 Mixed forest 9.16
22 Developed, low intensity 8.95 52 Shrub/Scrub 0.23

23 Developed, medium
intensity 1.48 71 Grassland/Herbaceous 0.83

24 Developed, high
intensity 0.08 81 Pasture/Hay 9.80

31 Barren land 0.03 82 Cultivated crops 0.01
41 Deciduous forest 46.69 90 Woody wetlands 0.23

Table 3. Number of objects after each procedure and the corresponding omission rate (OR) of kudzu
based on the testing and validation datasets.

Number of Objects Initial Objects

Preprocessing Number of Predicted Kudzu

Vegetation
Extraction

Area
Filtering Proposed Method Traditional

Method

9,454,240 6,911,589 3,417,188 19,548 5,306 2,815 30,268

OR
Testing data 0% 0% 0% 1% 3% 5% 1%
Validation

data 0% 0% 0% 1% 3% 5% 1%

2.3.3. Integration of Light Detection and Ranging (Lidar) Point Clouds

Lidar features were directly derived from the 3-D point clouds for each object (Figure 3). To
derive lidar features, we first filtered out lidar points that had Z values smaller than 0 and that were
out of the 95% quantile to remove potential noises for each object. We then generated a digital terrain
model to subtract terrain and calculated the lidar metrics listed in Table 1. Figure 3 shows an example
of the lidar point clouds for four different vegetation classes after filtering out potential noises and
subtracting the digital terrain model.
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Figure 3. Three-dimensional (3-D) lidar point clouds plot for an object of (a) forest, (b) grass, (c) kudzu,
and (d) other herbaceous vegetation after filtering the potential noises and subtracting the digital
terrain model. The areas of four vegetation objects in (a)–(d) are 101,902 m2, 16,033 m2, 16,034 m2, and
7430 m2, respectively.

2.3.4. Two-Step Classification

We collected 400 kudzu samples from the entire study area either by field sampling (163 samples)
or visual interpretation (237 samples) using Google Earth (GE). As sample accuracy is critical for
vegetation mapping, we used all images taken after year 2010 and, when applicable, zoomed into street
view for confirmation when using GE to collect samples. The corresponding vegetation segments were
assigned as the kudzu samples. Among the 400 samples, 20% (80) were set aside for the final validation
of the model, and 80% (320) were used for the model training and testing (Figure 4a). GLCM-derived
textural features and lidar point cloud-derived features were only included for the second step to
decrease the computational cost.
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first-step classification.

First-Step Classification with Coarsely Labeled Samples
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Accurately labeled kudzu samples together with coarsely labeled vegetation samples were used
to classify kudzu for the first step (Figure 1). RF classifier was used for the first-step classification for
its high accuracy and efficiency on large datasets. All features (Table 1), except lidar point clouds and
GLCM derived features, were used to construct the RF model. We randomly extracted 80% (256) of
the kudzu samples from the 320 samples and a given number of coarsely labeled vegetation samples
to train a RF model. The omission rate (OR) of kudzu for each RF model was evaluated using the
remaining 20% (64) samples. The RF model was run 100 times, and each time a different set of kudzu
training and testing samples and coarsely labeled samples were used. For the parameters of the RF
algorithm, six variables were used for each split (the floored square root of the total features, 44, for the
first step) and 256 trees were grown based on findings by Oshiro et al. [34].

The OR of kudzu would be impacted by the number of coarsely labeled samples used for model
construction. Thus, we first determined the number of coarsely labeled samples included in each
RF model to achieve target OR of kudzu over the 100 runs. We selected three testing ORs, 0.01, 0.03
and 0.05, to assess which OR at the first step could produce the best final classification accuracy of
kudzu. The corresponding numbers of coarsely labeled samples for OR of 0.01, 0.03, and 0.05 were
2500, 10,000, and 20,500, respectively. However, these numbers should vary based on the type and
sample size of target vegetation species, so users should determine the number of coarsely labeled
samples based on their samples and expected OR. For each run, the fitted RF was used to predict the
land-cover class for all vegetation objects, and the mode of the predictions over 100 runs was assigned
as the predicted class.

Second-Step Classification with Accurately Labeled Samples
For the second step, 350 samples were randomly extracted from the predicted kudzu by the first

step and were accurately labeled by using GE. We used randomly extracted samples to make the
number of samples for each vegetation class roughly representative of actual class proportions in
the remaining vegetation objects [29–31,35]. Among the 350 random samples, kudzu samples were
replaced with the same number of samples from the original 320 training sets. The classification models
were then constructed on the new 350 training data and used to re-predict vegetation objects that were
classified as kudzu by the first step (Figure 1). To evaluate the commission rate (CR) of the final model,
we also identified 80 non-kudzu objects (which were not included in the 350 random samples) from
the predicted kudzu by the first step to be used as the validation samples. RF and support vector
machine (SVM) were used in the second-step classification due to their constantly reported good
performances [12,36,37]. Detailed explanations of the algorithms can be found in Breiman [38] and
Cortes and Vapnik [39]. For the parameters of the RF algorithm, the number of variables randomly
sampled for each split was limited to 6 (the floored square root of the selected features, details in
Sections 2.5 and 3.3), and a large number of trees, 2000, were grown to achieve good accuracy. Radial
kernel was used for SVM as it yielded the best accuracy compared to all other kernels. Each model
was run 100 times, and for each run a different set of kudzu samples randomly extracted from the 320
kudzu samples was used. The mode of prediction over 100 runs was taken as the final prediction for
all remaining objects.

2.4. Comparison of the Proposed Method with the Traditional Method

We also employed a broadly used method, which conducts one-step sampling and includes
accurate samples for all classes (hereafter traditional method), to compare its performance with the
proposed workflow on classifying kudzu. The 320 kudzu samples were compiled with 800 randomly
extracted and accurately labeled samples to construct the training set of the traditional method.
The 800 samples included 662 forestry objects, 121 herbaceous objects (including 84 grass and 37 other
herbaceous vegetation), 16 urban objects, and 1 kudzu object. As the target class was vegetation and
the misclassification arose from confusion of kudzu with other vegetation classes, the small proportion
of urban objects in the sample would not be a concern.
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We only included lidar point cloud-derived structural features and GLCM-derived textural
features in the second step of classification to decrease the computational cost. To make the traditional
method comparable with the proposed method, the RF was also conducted 100 times with each run
using 80% and 20% of the kudzu samples as the training and testing dataset, respectively. Similarly,
the mode of prediction over 100 runs was assigned as the predicted class for all objects, and only the
predicted kudzu objects were included in the second step. Given the apparent low accuracy of this
method (details in Sections 3.1 and 3.2), we also used a similar sub-sampling method for the traditional
approach as follows: we randomly extracted and labeled 350 samples from the predicted kudzu by the
first step and replaced kudzu with the same number of samples from the original 320 training set, and
used these samples for the second-step classification.

2.5. Feature Selection, Accuracy Assessment, and Impact of Sample Size of Kudzu

Feature selection was conducted for the second-step classification for both the proposed workflow
and the traditional method. For each model, we selected the minimum set of features that generated
the same classification accuracy for kudzu objects as all the features for the RF model. The same
minimum set of features were then used to train both RF and SVM models. Producer’s accuracy (PA,
1-OR), user’s accuracy (UA, 1-CR), and Kappa coefficient [40] were used to evaluate classification
accuracy. As kudzu is the target vegetation species in this research, accuracy assessment was only
conducted on the kudzu class. The 80 kudzu and non-kudzu validation samples were used to calculate
the PA, UA, and Kappa. To evaluate the impact of target vegetation sample size on the classification
results, we varied the number of kudzu samples used for each run of model training for the proposed
method with 1% OR at the first step and for the traditional method with two-step sampling.

3. Results

3.1. First-Step Classification

Using 30 cores of a desktop computer with 128 GB RAM, the processing time on deriving lidar
metrics and GLCM features for 50,000 randomly extracted objects in R program took 52 and 183 min,
respectively. The first-step classification dramatically decreased the total number of objects from
millions to thousands (Table 3), consequently, decreased the computational time for extracting lidar
and GLCM-textural features from days to hours and reduced the computational cost by two orders
of magnitude. For the proposed method, the number of predicted kudzu objects was negatively
associated with the OR of kudzu class (Table 3). The OR on validation and testing data had the same
values for all procedures and methods (Table 3). The OR of the traditional method was 1%, however,
the number of predicted kudzu objects was higher than the proposed method with 1% OR, suggesting
higher CR of the traditional method (Table 3).

3.2. Second-Step Classification

Table 4 lists the number of samples for each class among the 350 randomly extracted and
accurately labeled samples. It is important to notice that the kudzu samples in the randomly extracted
samples were replaced with the same number of kudzu in the training samples instead of all kudzu
training samples to avoid overprediction. The sample number of each class suggested that the major
misclassification of kudzu by the first step came from the confusion of kudzu with forest and herbaceous
plants (Table 4).
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Table 4. Number of accurately labeled samples used for each run of model training for the
second-step classification.

Class
Proposed Method (First-Step Omission Rate) Traditional Method

1% 3% 5% Second-Step Sampling

Bare ground 6 20 16 2
Forest 127 73 97 96
Grass 91 43 38 155

Other herbaceous vegetation 71 98 79 64
Kudzu 33 97 106 13

Urban objects 22 19 14 20
Total number 350 350 350 350

SVM constantly produced better accuracy than RF for the proposed method (Table 5). With 1% OR
at the first step, the second-step classification had underprediction of kudzu (resulting in low PA and
high UA) as a result of insufficient kudzu samples included in each run (Table 5). Both RF and SVM
had higher PA but lower UA when the OR was set to 3% than 5% at the first step, and both models
had the highest Kappa (0.88 for RF and 0.90 for SVM, Table 5) with 3% OR at the first step. Among all
models, SVM with 3% OR at the first step had the highest classification accuracy (PA = 0.94, UA = 0.96),
and 1,010 kudzu objects were predicted over the entire study area (Figure 4b, Supplementary S1).

Table 5. Classification accuracy of kudzu on validation dataset by random forest (RF) and support
vector machine (SVM) models.

Model

Proposed Method (First-Step Omission Rate) Traditional Method

1% (33 *)
(612 **, 609 ***)

3% (97 *)
(1084 **, 1010 ***)

5% (106 *)
(853 **, 777 ***)

One-step sampling (50 *)
(12826 **, 8791 ***)

Two-step
sampling (50 *)

(1726 **, 1129 ***)

PA UA K PA UA K PA UA K PA UA K PA UA K

RF 0.66 1.00 0.66 0.94 0.94 0.88 0.86 0.95 0.81 0.93 0.63 0.38 0.83 0.94 0.80
SVM 0.70 1.00 0.70 0.94 0.96 0.90 0.86 0.97 0.84 0.96 0.72 0.59 0.78 0.95 0.74

PA, UA, and K are acronyms for producer’s accuracy, user’s accuracy, and Kappa coefficient, respectively. * indicates
the number of kudzu samples included in each run. **and *** indicates the number of kudzu objects predicted by
RF and SVM models, respectively.

Given the apparent overprediction of the traditional method and the fact that more kudzu samples
included in each run led to higher overprediction (details in Section 3.3), only 50 randomly extracted
kudzu samples from the 320 samples were included in each run. The traditional method with one-step
sampling had overprediction of kudzu, leading to high PA but low UA (Table 5). The overprediction
was a result of misclassification of grass and other herbaceous plants as kudzu (Figure 5). Using a
sub-sampling from the predicted kudzu by the first step dramatically improved the classification
accuracy (Table 5). However, the traditional methods had constantly lower accuracy compared to the
proposed method (Table 5).
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Figure 5. A scene of detected kudzu by the best support vector machine (SVM) model using the
proposed method and by the traditional method with one-step sampling using SVM. Both models
detected all three kudzu patches in this landscape (shown in red), whereas the traditional method
misclassified more herbaceous vegetation into kudzu (shown in blue). The image taken in April (from
NAIP 2016) was used as the background image.

3.3. Feature Importance

For the second-step classification, 39, 36, and 39 features were selected and included in model
construction for the proposed method with 1%, 3%, and 5% OR at the first step, respectively, and 38
features were included for the traditional method. The feature importance was determined based
on ranking of SVM and RF over 100 runs with the 3% OR at the first step as it led to the best final
accuracy (Figure 6). The 15 most important features ranked by both SVM and RF included 5 lidar point
cloud-derived features, 5 infrared band-derived features (mostly GLCM textural features), and 5 other
features (mostly NDVI features), suggesting lidar, textural, and spectral features were all important for
the detection of kudzu (Figure 6). RF also ranked DEM focal change as an important feature.
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Figure 6. The 15 most important features ranked by support vector machine (SVM) and random
forest (RF) over 100 runs for the second-step classification. NDVI, SD, GLCM, and CV are acronyms
for normalized difference vegetation index, standard deviation, gray-level co-occurrence matrix, and
coefficient of variance, respectively. The values on x-axis indicate the importance of each variable for
model construction with higher value suggesting higher importance.

3.4. Impact of Kudzu Sample Size on Classification Accuracy

Given the same set of training data for other vegetation classes, the number of kudzu samples
included in each run was positively associated with the PA and the number of predicted kudzu, but
negatively associated with the UA (Table 6). Interestingly, we found a quadratic relation between the
number of kudzu samples included in each run and the number of kudzu predicted by both SVM
and RF (R2 =1 for all models, Figure 7). Insufficient kudzu samples included in each run resulted in
underprediction while too many samples led to overprediction (Table 6). Using 100 kudzu samples in
each run generated the best accuracy (PA = 0.93, UA = 0.82) for the proposed method with 1% OR at
the first step, whereas the traditional method failed to have good accuracy in all cases (Table 6).

Table 6. Mean testing accuracy on classifying kudzu objects by four machine-learning models over
100 runs.

Method Model Metrics 50 100 150 200

Proposed method with 1% OR
at first-step classification

RF
PA 0.79 0.96 0.96 0.96
UA 0.72 0.50 0.42 0.20

SVM
PA 0.84 0.93 0.96 0.96
UA 0.84 0.82 0.60 0.56

Traditional method with
two-step sampling

RF
PA 0.83 0.94 0.96 0.96
UA 0.50 0.40 0.40 0.24

SVM
PA 0.78 0.91 0.96 0.96
UA 0.65 0.34 0.40 0.36

OR, RF, SVM, PA, and UA are acronyms for omission rate, random forest, support vector machine, producer’s
accuracy, and user’s accuracy, respectively.
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Figure 7. Quadratic relation between the number of kudzu samples included in each run and the
number of predicted kudzu objects by random forest (RF) and support vector machine (SVM) for
both the proposed workflow (with 1% omission rate at the first-step classification) and the traditional
method with two-step samplings. Data points represent the observed number of predicted kudzu and
lines represent the fitted quadratic models.

4. Discussion

4.1. Integration of Multiple Sources of Remote-Sensing Data for Vegetation Mapping

The need for detailed vegetation mapping with reliable accuracy is increasing, and the increasing
availabilities of high-resolution RS data, including multispectral and lidar data greatly facilitate this
task. Integrating RS data from multiple platforms could provide a more robust set of features for
better detection of target vegetation than using a single source of RS data [14–16], and has become an
increasingly used approach for vegetation mapping at the species level [4,14,41]. Using OBIA with
high-resolution RS data can mitigate the potential noises caused by within-class variation associated
with high-resolution [11], as well as making it applicable to use features from both the spectral and
spatial domains. Compared to the classification accuracy of kudzu achieved by Cheng et al. [27] using
pixel-based hyperspectral data for a small study area (PA = 0.73, UA = 0.83), our classification on
kudzu over a large spatial area produced higher accuracy (PA = 0.94, UA = 0.96). The improved
performance of our method may suggest integrating high-resolution multispectral and lidar data to
derive spectral, textural, and structural features could provide more robust predictors than a relatively
full spectral profile for mapping some vegetation species.

4.2. Decrease of Computational Cost and Sampling Effort

Integrating multiple sources of high-resolution RS data for detailed vegetation mapping on a large
spatial scale can be computationally intensive, especially for 3-D lidar point clouds data. For example,
to map the tree canopy in New York City, 307 GB lidar data needed to be processed to cover the whole
study area [15], and in our case 255 GB lidar data needed to be processed. Additionally, deriving
GLCM-based texture features can be also computationally intensive for a large dataset. Reducing
computational cost thus can facilitate vegetation mapping with high-resolution data, especially when
the study area is regional or larger. Our designed workflow first generated an overprediction map
of target vegetation, and dramatically decreased vegetation objects from millions to thousands for
a more detailed and accurate second-step classification. Computationally intensive features, such
as GLCM-derived and lidar point cloud-derived features, only need to be extracted for objects that
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are not distinctive from the target vegetation class for a second-step classification. In our case, this
method decreased the computational time on deriving lidar and GLCM features from days to hours
and reduced the computational cost by two orders of magnitude.

Combining coarsely labeled samples with accurately labeled samples has been implemented to
classify extensive animal images into detailed categories [22,23] as well as to detect urban buildings [20].
Our research suggests coarsely labeled data can also facilitate the classification of vegetation at species
level, and a 30 m resolution land cover product can be a good source to coarsely label vegetation
samples. Using coarsely labeled samples together with accurately labeled samples of target vegetation
helps to discriminate objects with distinctive features with the target vegetation species. For vegetation
objects that cannot be easily distinguished from the target class, a relatively small set of accurately
labeled samples, 350 in our case, extracted from the predictions by the first step can greatly refine and
improve the final classification accuracy.

4.3. Sub-Sampling Improves Sample Specificity for Target Vegetation Species

We found even for the traditional method, a sub-sampling among the predicted objects from the
first step greatly improved the final classification accuracy on the target vegetation species. The extreme
overprediction (i.e., low UA) of kudzu using only one-step sampling should be a result that the samples
failed to include sufficient vegetation samples that only occupied a small proportion in landscape but
had similar features with kudzu. As a result, both RF and SVM classified these vegetation objects
having similar features with target vegetation as kudzu. A sub-sampling among the predicted objects
from the first step helps to optimize the sampling effort by selecting samples that are similar with target
vegetation class. For vegetation mapping over a large heterogenous landscape, it could be difficult
to find sufficient vegetation samples that have similar features with target vegetation. The two-step
sampling method used in this research, therefore, could be conducted to improve the sampling
specificity for target vegetation.

4.4. Impact of Sample Size of Target Vegetation Species

Using balanced training data with equal sample size for each class or unbalanced data with
sample size of each class proportional to their area in real landscape is an unsettled concern, and both
strategies have been commonly used for image classification [29–31,42]. Millard and Richardson [31]
found that the predicted proportion of each class by RF was close to its proportion in the real landscape
when the training sample size of each class resembled its real proportion in the landscape. They also
found that higher proportion of each class in the training sample led to more prediction of that class by
RF [31]. Our research confirmed their findings, as increasing kudzu sample size while keeping other
classes unchanged increased the number of predicted kudzu. Meanwhile we found SVM also had
the same pattern, and both models showed a quadratic relationship between the number of kudzu
samples included in each run and the number of kudzu predicted.

Researchers found that classification tree models showed the best accuracy with unbalanced
samples representing the proportion of each class in a real landscape [29,31]. Our research confirmed
this finding as the best RF occurred when the number of kudzu samples in each run was determined
roughly based on their proportion in all the vegetation objects. Meanwhile, SVM also showed the
same pattern. However, as suggested by the underprediction of kudzu by both RF and SVM models
with 1% OR at the first step, when the target vegetation species is among the minority class, using the
proportion of each class rule may result in insufficient samples leading to underprediction (i.e., low PA,
Table 5). On the other hand, oversampling of the minority class can lead to overprediction (i.e., low UA,
Table 6) [31,42]. Consequently, the PA for the minority class could show a positive association with
the number of samples included for algorithm training, whereas UA can have a negative association.
Researchers suggested including a minimum number of training samples, e.g., 50, for the minority
class with unbalanced samples [20]. Here we also suggest determining the optimal sampling size of
the minority class used for algorithm training by balancing desired accuracy between PA and UA [43].
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4.5. Use and Limitation of the Proposed Workflow

The proposed workflow could decrease computational cost as well as sampling effort for non-target
classes for mapping target vegetation on large spatial scales. However, caution needs to be undertaken
in the selection of OR for the first step. Higher OR at the first step leads to less computation for the
second step but also leads to high OR of the final classification model. In our case, 3% OR at the
first step generated the best classification accuracy in terms of PA, UA and Kappa. Although a 1%
OR for the first step led to a highly overprediction of kudzu, using an appropriate kudzu sample
size for training the classification algorithms at the second step still produced a good final accuracy.
This finding suggests that selecting an appropriate sample size of target vegetation at the second step
can overcome the overprediction by the first step. Therefore, we suggest a low OR, such as 3% and
1%, at the first step for higher final classification accuracy. Additionally, we expect our workflow to
be effective for vegetation species that are separable from surroundings at a certain time of year to
be segmented for OBIA. Further research will be focused on evaluating the efficiency and accuracy
of the proposed workflow in mapping kudzu at a state or a national level and on detecting other
vegetation species.

5. Conclusions

Integrating high-resolution multispectral image and lidar point clouds and applying OBIA can
provide a robust set of features for vegetation mapping at the species level. The designed workflow
using two-step classification can dramatically reduce computational cost associated with deriving
computationally intensive features from high-resolution RS data over a large spatial area. Using
accurately labeled samples of target vegetation and extensive coarsely labeled vegetation samples to
first train an overprediction model can be an efficient method for mapping vegetation over large spatial
areas to decrease sampling effort for non-target vegetation. A land cover map with 30 m resolution can
be a good source to coarsely label vegetation samples. We suggest a low OR of target vegetation species
at the first step to achieve good final accuracy. The workflow can also improve sampling efficiency and
specificity, as a sub-sampling among the predicted objects by the first step optimizes the sampling
effort by selecting samples that are not distinctive from target vegetation. Caution needs to be given to
the sample size of target vegetation used to train the classification algorithm. An insufficient number
of samples leads to underprediction, whereas too many samples leads to overprediction of the target
vegetation. We expect the proposed workflow to be effective for vegetation classes that are separable
from surroundings in order to conduct OBIA.

Supplementary Materials: The following is available online at http://www.mdpi.com/2072-4292/12/4/609/s1:
Shapefile S1: 1010 predicted kudzu patch by SVM.
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